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Now available in paperback is Elena Poniatowska's gripping account of the massacre of student
protesters by police in Mexico City just days before the 1968 Olympic Games. Publishers
Weekly describes this event as making "the campus killings at Kent State and Jackson State in
1970 pale by comparison."

“The most compassionate, truthful and dignified account of the disgrace of Guantanamo that
you are ever likely to read.” ―John le Carré“I thank God that Murat kept his sanity in the hell of
injustice and torture of nearly 5 years in Guantanamo so he could tell his story. May it be studied
in every school and college in Europe and the USA. May it help to close down all the illegal and
secret prisons and camps, as well as Guantanamo, and restore the prisoners to their families. I
am sure Murat's book will educate a whole generation about justice and the defense of human
rights.” ―Vanessa Redgrave“Like many of the men imprisoned in Guantánamo, Murat Kurnaz
was held for years without proper charge or trial. After intensive campaigning by his friends,
family and Amnesty International members all over the world, he was finally released. This book
is a profound and detailed account of his experiences. After suffering torture and detention
without trial, it is testament to great strength of character that he is able to tell his story with such
power and clarity.” ―Kate Allen, Director, Amnesty International UK“Murat makes the horrors and
inanities of Guantánamo so real; his voice is by turns young and headstrong, wry and wise.
Murat's mother came to the Unites States to hear our first Guantánamo case argued before the
Supreme Court back in 2004 - when I met her, I didn't know whether she would ever see her son
again. Now he is home safe and has produced this riveting and moving account of his torture
and abuse at the hands of the U.S. government to shine a light in a dark place and try to help all
those still languishing without hope. This is a must read.” ―Michael Ratner, President of the
Center for Constitutional Rights and attorney representing the Guantánamo detainees.“Kurnaz
recounts his woes, and those of his fellow prisoners, with modesty and compassion. . . . He has
written a measured and readable account, which is often even humorous in a Swiftian sort of
way.” ―The Economist“A vital document that should - rightly - shock and appall.” ―Kirkus
Reviews“A plainspoken account, Five Years of My Life focuses on the daily humiliations and
surreal texture of life at Guantanamo” ―Mother Jones“May well represent our best hope yet of
preserving the truth about this depraved chapter in American history...Kurnaz describes the
varied tortures to which he was subjected for the next five years with such a level-headed lack of
self-pity that they come across as neither bitter rallying cry nor unbearable litany of torment. In
his gentle, understated way, Kurnaz describes the reality behind the euphemisms used to
describe the 'enhanced interrogation practices' the Bush administration has openly authorized in
the 'war on terror'.” ―The Santa Barbara Independant“This is a book politicians should read, and



should inspire anguished soul-searching among the rest of us.” ―The Washington Post“Kurnaz…
avoids sensationalism for a harrowing record of barbarities carried out in the name of
democracy…[written] in stark, unadorned prose, with no scores to settle, knowing that his
account is beyond most people's imagination.” ―The Guardian (UK)“Kurnaz reveals
Guantanamo shorn of media spin.” ―The Guardian (UK)“[An] indispensable document” ―The
Washington Post“Kurnaz' book is an invaluable document, a testament that juxtaposes the
impossible courtage of one individual against the paranoia, irrationality and cruelty that can take
hold when a regime loses its moral courage.” ―Cary Gee, TribuneAbout the AuthorMurat Kurnaz
is a Turkish citizen and legal resident of Germany, where he was born in 1982. He was in the
process of becoming a German citizen when he was arrested in Pakistan and held prisoner for
five years. He now lives in Germany. Five Years of My Life is his first book.
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JWL, “Stupendous. This summation of eyewitness perspectives on Mexico City massacre in
1968 was riveting. No one can finish reading this book and feel anything but horror on what
happened. The problem that haunts the reader looking ahead at the future is how else can one
do peaceful demonstrations and still be heard. This is a cautionary tale for democracies
everywhere. Dissident voices must be allowed to be heard and not be silenced by murder and
intimidation.. We may not like the message but its value is in the freedom to deliver it.”

P. Garvin, “interesting topic, but okay book. This is the best book I have found on this topic.
However, the interviews get a little boring. I actually never made it to the end of the book
because it was getting redundant. I would like someone to write about this topic in a more
narrative form.”

Eagles Fan, “She isn't one of the most famous Mexican authors for .... She isn't one of the most
famous Mexican authors for nothing!! A reflection of various themes that inspired changed
within the U.S. society also.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Wonderful primary source. The author did not censor too much. The
violence is well demonstrated in the accounts of those who experienced it and in the pictures
used in the book. Wonderful primary source.”

C. Massey, “useful. useful for anyone who cares about Mexican history - especially if they knew a
student in the years involved - otherwise slightly boring - excellent but graphic pictures”

Michael J. Snyder, “Forty years later and it's not over.... If you are interested in Mexico, deeply
interested, this is an important book by Elena Poniatowska, one of the country's most
distinguished writers. Four decades later, in the midst of a bloody drug war rife with accusations
of military human rights abuses, torture and assassinations, the questions surrounding the 1968
massacre at Tlatelolco persist.”

Bad Brad, “Such a sad episode in American history.... Since my first trip to Mexico 5 years ago, I
have been in love with Mexico & its people. This book broke my heart.The text is the collection of
statements that Elena took from people in Tlatloco & environs, after the event. She has
organized them to reflect the chronology of events leading to Oct 2, 1968.What stuck me most is
that the statements are clearly not those of fanatics; they are the statements of people who
simply wanted to live peacefully in freedom. Their attempt to give voice to the contradictions
between PRI's words & actions obviously threatened PRI's continued abuse of its position.The
violence visited upon the people of Mexico by those who were supposed to be their defenders is
deplorable. & even more heart breaking is that PRI & Ordaz, the supposed revolutionary party of



Mexico, clearly had lost any connection or awareness of the people & their lives. Although PRI
made statements to the effect that the "Mexican Revolution" continued, this incident clearly
demonstrated that the Revolution had been effectively killed by the banality of PRI fascism.BTW:
everyone needs to keep in mind that the Americas run from the North pole to Tierra del Fuego.
That EVERYONE in North, Central, & South America are Americans. & if you examine the
history, you'll see that the founding culture of the Americas is Mexico NOT the USA. Just my
view...”

The book by Elena Poniatowska has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 39 people have provided feedback.
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